
Video: Other, Others, Another, The other, Otherwise 

 

1) Watch the video on the link above. Then, complete the gaps with OTHER, OTHERS, 

ANOTHER, THE OTHER, OTHERWISE. 

a) She didn’t come because of two reasons. One was that she was sick; 

____________ was because she doesn’t have a car.  

b) She wants to move to ________________ country. 

c) My parents and I are moving to our _____________ house. 

d) Some students learn English through video games; _________ students, 

through TV series. 

e) Some students learn English through video games; _________, through TV 

series. 

f) You had better make an effort and study for real, ___________ you’ll get an 

F. 

g) There are many reasons for learning English. One is to improve your 

knowledge; ___________ reason is to get better job opportunities. 

h) You should hurry to get dressed, _______________ we won’t have enough 

time. 

i) There are many countries smaller than Brazil. Italy is one example; 

____________ example is Switzerland. 

j) Brazil is bigger than many ______________ countries. 

 

2) Listening and Pronunciation Practice. Watch the video on the link below. Then, practice 

listening and speaking using the subtitled part of the video. To help you, there's an audio 

with the lines of the video. 

 

Video: Practice the Simple Present with "Breaking Bad" 

 

Audio: Present Simple Breaking Bad 

 

3) How is the article “a” pronounced? Check the video here and discover!  

 

4) When to use the article “the”, and when not to use it? Watch the video here and correct 

the sentences below whether necessary. When the sentence is right, just write CORRECT 

on the side. 

a) This is the last time I’m going there _______________________________ 

b) I  need the food ____________________________ 

c) I need the food you brought from the restaurant ___________________________  

d) The studying is important _______________________________ 

e) Working and making the money is necessary to everyone _____________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.engvid.com/other-another-otherwise/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRwxWx3pnzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiU_pAEdrQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McQnOYChcGs&t=308s


5) Practice the use of a/an article! This exercise is progressive - that is - each following line 

accumulates the information from the others. Listen to the audio to practice. Increase your 

speed if you feel comfortable. 

 

Audio: a an article 

 

An apple. 
 
An apple, a car. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella, a university. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella, a university, an honor. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella, a university, an honor, a computer. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella, a university, an honor, a computer, a school. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella, a university, an honor, a computer, a school, an hour. 
 
An apple, a car, an umbrella, a university, an honor, a computer, a school, an hour, an 
excuse. 
 
 
 

 

 

  


